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3. Motion of a Single Aerosol Particle in a Fluid 1?

Here. v is the kinematic viscosity ofthe fluid surrounding the particle and is given by

V = li’fiflutd (38}

where ,u and pamd are the dynamic viscosity and mass density. respectively. of the fluid
surrounding the particle. Various empirical equations for C‘dtRe) based on experimental
data are normally ttsed (Crowe oi oi. 1998). one such correlation being

Ccl = 240 + 0.15 wishing {3.9)

However. most inhaled pharmaceutical aerosol particles have very small diameters d and
low velocities rm. so that Re is small. If Re << 1. the drag coefficient of a sphere is given
by

Q=Mm om

which for Re c 0.1. gives a value of Cd that is accurate to within l%.
Combining Eqs{3.4}—(3.10). for Re ((1 we can write

Fang = —3Ttd;t[t‘ — Vfluidl (3.“)

Equation (3.! l} is often referred to as Stokes law'. it is derived from the continuum
equations of fluid motion [since Eq. (3.10} comes by solving the Navier—Stokes
equations}. and so is valid only for particle diameters that are much greater than the
mean free molecular path (which in air at typical inhalation conditions is near 0.07 pm).
Extension of Eq. (3.1 l) to particles with diameter 0’ near the mean free path is considered
later in this chapter, while extension to larger Reynolds number is readily accomplished
with correlations such as Eq. (3.9).

3.2 Settling velocity

A particle in stationary air will settle under the action of gravity. and reach a terminal
velocity quite rapidly. The settling velocity (also referred to as the ‘sedimentation
velocity") is defined as the terminal velocity ofa particle in still fluid.

Because the particle‘s velocity does not change once it reaches the settling velocity. the
acceleration on the particle is zero at this velocity, so that the net force on the particle
must also be zero. Assuming the only forces on the particle are the aerodynamic drag

and gravity. then for a solid. nonrotating. spherical particle only a vertical drag force will
be present. which must balance gravity. i.e_

Mg = deg (112)

where deg is the magnitude of the drag force. Assuming the Reynolds numbers Re << 1.
we can use Eq. (3.11) for For“, in which the air velocity is zero (mm = 0). so that Eq.
(3. l l) reduces to

Fdrug : 3ndyvselthng {3.13)

Also. the gravity force is

mg = pparticleVg (3.14)___—__—_.—._—————-——-—

'lt is named after George Stokes. who first deten'ntnecl the flow field due to a rigid sphere in translational
motion through a fluid for very low Reynolds number flow {Stokes 135]).
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20 The Mechanics of Inhaled Pharmaceutical Aerosols

where l' -— 71:33.6 is the volume of the spherical particle and g is the acceleration of
gravity. Equation [314'] can thus be written

me = pm...mtnd’-6ig {3.15)

Substituting Eqns (3.13) and (315) into Eq. (3.12). we have

minimum = ppmmicth.-'6)g (3.16}
01‘

I'ammg = Pmtiicuegdzslsiz (3.17)

Equation 13.17} gives the settling velocity For a spherical particle settling under the
action of gravity under the condition that Re << 1 and diameter >> mean free path. Most
inhaled pharmaceutical aerosols readily satisfy the condition diameter 3) mean free
path. and many inhaled pharmaceutical aerosols also satisfy the condition that Re << 1.
as seen in the example below. Exceptions to the condition Re << 1 are uncommon with
inhaled pharmaceutical aerosols. but do occur in the entrainment of large carrier
particles that occur in dry powder particles {discussed in Chapter 9). and high-speed
metered dose propellant droplets (discussed in Chapter I0].

Example 3.1

What is the Reynolds number of a 10 micron diameter spherical. budesonide powder
particle (a drug used in treating asthma. specific gravity 2 1.26} settling in room
temperature air‘?

Solution

We have

pmlmm = 1.26 x density of water = 1260 kg m '3

viscosity ofairti = [.8 x 10—5 kg [Tl—i s“

d= to x lD‘am

which gives

rm...“ = (1200 ltg m_3l{9.3l m 5‘3'1t10 x 10-“ m'flus x 1.8 x 10-5 kg m '1 5'1)
= 3.8 x 10"1 in s‘1

: 3.8 mm s“

This gives us a Reynolds number of

Re = Unidfv

= (3.3 x it)" m 5"] x (10 x104 [Til/(1.5 )<1Cl_firtt2 5-1)

where we have used Eq. (3.8) for the kinematic viscosity of air with the density of air

being ,0 = 1.2 kg tn‘ 3, Calculating the numbers. we have

R0 = 0.0025
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